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All in One Z5 Special
Edition

The Aspire Z5 Olympic Games Edition all-in-one PC is inspired by top-

notch athletes who explore beyond limits. This 23" productivity and

multimedia center has a sleek space-saving design for the home or office

with superior all-around PC performance.

Breakaway performance

Able to multitask briskly, the Aspire Z5 can easily handle the flow of your creative energy in a number of

applications at the same time. Powerful Intel® Core™ i Series processors will help you stay maximally

productive. Make it your best-performing digital device for work, communication and entertainment.

Intense sights, exciting sounds

Want to enjoy this summer's Olympic Games on your PC? Go for it! The Full HD display and Dolby® Home

Theater® enhanced audio play today's best entertainment with thrilling clarity. Visuals have crisp details and

true-to-life color, while wide-ranging surround sound comes at you from all angles.

Savor each moment

You can use this all-in-one PC to witness all the exhilarating highs and dramatic lows of the world's best athletes

in action this summer during the Olympic Games. Equipped with a TV-tuner*, this awesome all-in-one lets you

catch the action live and browse related websites at the same time for the prime infotainment experience!

Sprint-speed transfers

You can connect other devices and share files with the Aspire Z5 via USB 3.0, which transfers data 10 times

faster than the previous generation. An HDMI® port connects the PC to a larger display, making the Aspire Z5

the centerpiece of your home theater.
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Aspire Z5770 Olympic Edition

Windows® 7 Home Premium - Intel® Core™ i3- 2120 Processor - 4GB DDR3 RAM - 1TB SATA HDD -

23" 1920 x 1080 LED-backlit TFT LCD - NVIDIA GT520 Graphics - Blu Ray Disc reader and SuperMulti

Burner - Multi-in-One card reader - Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - TV Tuner with Remote Control

Partnumber DO.SL3SP.001

PHP 44900
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Aspire M1

The Aspire M1 Series sports a striking exterior that adds a touch of class

to any room in your house. What's more, this tower is built with high-

performing components and a host of practical features to fulfill all your

entertainment and daily computing needs.

Smart multitasking, spellbinding multimedia

A choice of powerful processors along with premium graphics and DDR3 memory deliver fast computing and

incredible HD entertainment. Enjoy the full effects of your favorite DVDs with high-definition video and audio

output for a true theater-like experience in your home.

Features you need

This PC will seriously boost your productivity, and the latest communication technologies will keep you in touch.

The Acer Arcade Deluxe™1 multimedia suite provides easy access to Full HD fun. And, a multi-in-1 card reader

and ample storage -- with an option to add two hard disk drives1 -- satisfy all your media requirements.

User-friendly design

The chic-looking Aspire M1 Series showcases an illuminated, easy-to-see power button. USB and audio ports

are conveniently positioned at the front of the computer for easy access. This desktop also offers flexible

configuration for future expansion.
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M1830

Free DOS - Intel Pentium Processor E5700 (3.0GHz, 2MB cache, 800MHz FSB) - 2GB DDR2 RAM -

320GB SATA HDD - Intel G31 Graphics solution - Super Multi double-layer drive

Partnumber PT.SF909.010

M1920

Windows® 7 Starter - Intel Pentium Dual Core Processor E5800 (3.20GHz, 2MB cache, 800MHz FSB) - 1

x 2GB DDR3 RAM - 500GB SATA HDD - Intel G41 Graphics solution - 16x DVD Super Multi double-layer

drive

Partnumber PT.SGH08.001

PHP 17900

M1470

Windows® 7 Home Basic - AMD A Series A4-3400 - 2GB DDR3 RAM - 500GB SATA HDD - AMD APU

Graphics solution - 16x DVD-Super Multi drive - Acer S200HLrbd LED monitor

Partnumber DT.SHJSP.002

PHP 25900

Aspire M1935

Windows® 7 Home Basic - Intel® Pentium™ Dual Core G630 Processor - 2GB DDR3 RAM - 1TB SATA

HDD - Intel® HD Graphics - 16x DVD-SuperMulti Drive

Partnumber DO.SJRSP.001

PHP 21000
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Aspire M3

The handsome black Aspire M3 Series combines a powerful processor,

top-level graphics, and a host of practical features to fulfill your everyday

computing and entertainment needs.

Superb multitasking power

A choice of the latest processor, fast DDR3 memory, and second-generation expansion cards deliver efficient

multitasking and beautiful entertainment. A multi-in-1 card reader and several USB ports make media sharing

very convenient. Plus, you can easily store all your files in this PC's massive hard drive.

Party at home!

Gaming and entertainment reach new levels of realism via the Blu-ray Disc™1 drive, along with amazing HD

graphics. An HDMI®1 port connects handily with HD peripheral displays, while the Acer Arcade Deluxe™1

multimedia suite provides easy access to Full HD enjoyment.

Modern, practical design

The Aspire M3 Series showcases blue LED lighting effects, adding to its modern look. On top are a number of

ports intuitively positioned for easy access, along with a covered storage deck for conveniently stowing cables

and other items.

Cool and exciting takeaways!

Slide out the easy-swap hard disk drive2 from your PC and insert it into the Aspire RV100 multimedia player…

Connect the Aspire RV100 to your TV and enjoy fabulous HD entertainment on the big screen. And, with the TV-

tuner1 option, you can even catch your favorite shows on your PC.
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Aspire M3970

Windows® 7 Home Premium - Intel Core i5- 2300 Processor (2.80GHz, 6MB smart cache) - 2GB DDR3

RAM - 1TB SATA HDD - ATI Radeon HD6450 Graphics - Acer S202HLvbd 20" LCD Monitor

Partnumber DT.SHASP.002

PHP 38900

Aspire M3985

Windows® 7 Home Basic - Intel® Core™ i5- 3450 Processor - 4GB DDR3 RAM - 1TB SATA HDD -

NVIDIA GT620 Graphics - 16X DVD-SuperMulti Drive - Acer S202HLvbd 20" LCD Monitor

Partnumber DT.SJQSP.005

PHP 38900
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Aspire X1

The sleek and compact Aspire X1 Series is just one-third the size of a

traditional PC, allowing it to fit anywhere in your home. This desktop is

your essential home PC with first-class applications and components that

deliver great performance in a small form factor -- ideal for your everyday

computing needs.

Easy expandability

With expandable DDR3 memory, this desktop promises speedy multitasking while using 20% less power. Large

storage capacity means you have ample room to keep all your files. And a multi-in-1 card reader and numerous

USB ports make it easy to manipulate and share your files.

Neat style

At just one-third the size of a traditional PC, this desktop is easy to set up. A small door at the bottom opens for

easy access to USB ports, audio ports, and the multi-in-1 card reader. What's more, the power button lights up

in bright blue when turned on, so it looks cool and is easy to find.
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X1900

Windows® 7 Home Basic - Intel Pentium Dual Core E6800 (3.33GHz, 3MB smart cache) - 2GB DDR3

RAM - 500GB SATA HDD - ATI HD 5450 graphics 512MB - S201HLvbd 20" LED Monitor

Partnumber PT.SDV01.008

PHP 28900

X1920

Windows® 7 Home Basic - Intel Pentium Dual Core E6800 (3.33GHz, 2MB smart cache, 1066 FSB) - 2GB

DDR3 RAM - 1000GB SATA HDD - ATI HD6450 graphics - 20" Acer S202HLvbd LED Monitor

Partnumber PT.SG801.007

PHP 28900

Aspire X1930

Windows® 7 Home Basic - Intel® Core™ i3- 2120 Processor - 2GB DDR3 RAM - 1TB SATA HDD - ATI

Radeon HD6450 Graphics - Acer S200HLrbd 20" LCD Monitor

Partnumber DT.SJGSP.001

PHP 30900

Aspire X1935

Windows® 7 Home Basic - 2nd Gen Intel® Core™ i3 Processor - 2GB DDR3 RAM - 1TB SATA HDD -

AMD HD7350 Graphics - 16X DVD-Super Multi drive - Multi-in-One card reader - USB Keyboard and

Mouse - Acer S200HLrbd 20" LCD Monitor

Partnumber DO.SJMSP.001

PHP 32900
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Aspire X3

The sleek and compact Aspire X3 Series is just one-third the size of a

traditional PC, allowing it to fit anywhere in your home. This desktop

features high-quality components and software, perfect for handling your

home computing and entertainment needs. Moreover, lots of multimedia

features and device ports let you enjoy theater-quality entertainment right

in your living room.

Rich HD experience

Watch the latest Blu-ray1 movies with true theater-like imagery and high-definition audio support from the

comfort of your couch. And, with the HDMI® port, you can connect your PC to big-screen peripheral displays,

including your main home entertainment center.

Easy expandability

With expandable DD3 memory, this desktop promises speedy multitasking while using 20% less power. Large

storage capacity means you have ample room to keep all your files. And a multi-in-1 card reader and numerous

USB ports make it easy to manipulate and share your files.

Neat style

At just one-third the size of a traditional PC, this desktop is easy to set up. A small door at the bottom opens for

easy access to USB ports, audio ports, and the multi-in-1 card reader. What's more, the power button lights up

in bright blue when turned on, so it looks cool and is easy to find.
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Veriton Z

The Veriton Z Series delivers all-in-one business PC solutions for SMB

users who require powerful, business-smart performance, connectivity,

security and control with a touch screen.1 The space-saving design

makes this desktop easy to fit anywhere -- it's even wall-mountable.

Built for business

The all-in-one design conserves desk or counter space and can also be wall-mounted, providing versatility in a

variety of SMB settings. The cost-competitive touch screen1 offers enhanced desktop control and new avenues

for business in showroom promotions, in-store demonstrations, public transportation, government agencies,

hospitals, and more.

Great communicator

A 2 MP webcam1 lets you engage in business with high-quality face-to-face video chats, while wireless

connectivity and low PC system noise makes the working environment better. On top of that, strict compliance

with environmental standards ensures high-energy efficiency and lowers operating cost.

Maximum control

A proven processor provides powerful control of multitasking for everyday business productivity. Controls and

connectors are positioned for efficient usability, and a modular internal design makes it easy to change parts.

The Veriton ControlCenter places handy utilities in a single panel. Acer Client Management gives IT

administrators a simple solution for client and server management.

Trustworthy security

The Veriton Z Series provides trustworthy and robust security features for better business. The Acer Security

Suite uses TPM-based data encryption (optional) to protect your files, passwords and other vital data. Several

other business security features ensure reliable usability for private and public settings: Acer eLock

Management, Acer eRecovery, McAfee® Internet Security Suite, and others.
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Veriton Z2611G

Free DOS - Intel® Pentium® Dual Core G620 processor (2.60 GHz, 3 MB Cache, 1066FSB) - 2 GB DDR3

1333MHz (Upgradeable to 8GB) - 320GB Serial ATA HDD - 8X SuperMulti DVD drive - 20" Widescreen

LED LCD with Integrated Windows® 7 compliant resistive single-touch panel - 2MP Integrated high-sense

webcam  - Integrated 802.11 b/g/n WiFi CERTIFIED™ - One Button Recovery - 3 Years Limited Local

Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber PQ.VDF09.001

PHP 28600
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Veriton M

Fuelled by top-notch components and technologies, the Veriton M Series

gives you the resources to handle challenging office tasks and oversee

company assets. In addition, innovative Acer engineering enables

modular and tool-less accessibility to your machine, while energy-

efficient certifications mean cost savings as well as care for the

environment.

Future-ready scalability

A robust processor provides all the bandwidth you need for the next generation of highly-threaded applications.

RAID1 technology delivers enhanced data integrity, improved throughput, and increased storage capacity with

multiple hard disk drives.

Control built right in

Acer's exclusive suite of helpful utilities keeps the system safe. Veriton ControlCenter enables trouble-free

management of data, power, frequently used programs and other information, while TPM-based (optional) data

encryption protects your files, passwords and other vital data. What's more, these PCs support automatic

incremental backups and also prevent unauthorized access to your machine.

Best for you and the environment

The modular and tool-less chassis design of the Veriton M Series makes component access easy and reduces

maintenance and service costs. Topping it off, these desktops boast green certification and comply with

international standards, further trimming costs while preserving our planet's resources.
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Veriton M6610G

Windows® 7 Professional - Intel® Core™ i7-2600 processor with Intel® vPro™ technology (3.40 GHz, 8

MB Cache, 5 GT/s) - 2 GB DDR3 1333MHz (Upgradeable to 16GB) - 1 TB Serial ATA HDD - 16X

SuperMulti DVD drive - Acer ProShield Security - Acer Backup Manager - Veriton Control Centre - 3 Years

Limited Local Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber PS.VCC03.009

PHP 47900

Veriton M2610G

Windows® 7 Home Basic  - recommended upgrade to Windows® 7 Professional - Intel® Pentium™ Dual

Core processor (3.0 GHz, 3 MB Cache, 1333FSB) - 2 GB DDR3 1333MHz (Upgradeable to 16GB) -

320GB Serial ATA HDD - 16X SuperMulti DVD drive - Acer eLock Management - 3 Years Limited Local

Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber DT.VDKSP.003

PHP 21400
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Veriton N

Packing powerful components into a petite, diamond-shaped chassis that

can stand alone or snap onto the back of select Acer monitors, the

Veriton N Series aces your computing needs, while preserving precious

space. This handsome gray and black mini PC comes matched with an

all-black USB keyboard and mouse, so you're set for big productivity in

any work environment.

Multi-functional mini PC

The Veriton N Series is the perfect answer to maximizing your production, your business connections, and your

space. It does everything you expect of a larger PC, yet fits perfectly in tight settings such as small offices,

education facilities, public kiosks and displays, exhibition halls, and hotel countertops.

Small size, quality performance

This space-saving desktop boasts a powerful processor, fast memory, and fantastic graphics solution to breeze

through multitasking and multimedia. In addition, a large hard drive, HDMI®1 output, and bundle of convenient

ports let you easily manage your work.

Environmentally friendly office machine

Being "green" helps businesses contribute to an environmentally sustainable economy. The Veriton N Series

uses recyclable packaging materials and minimizes energy consumption via Acer's power-saving technologies.

What's more, this mini PC complies with strict international standards for environmental consciousness.
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Veriton N282G

Free DOS - Intel® Atom™ D525 processor (1.80 GHz, 1 MB Cache) - 2 GB DDR3 1333MHz

(Upgradeable to 4GB) - 320GB Serial ATA HDD - 802.11 b/g/n (mini-card) - HDMI™ port - One Button

Recovery - Mounting Kit - 3 Years Limited Local Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber PS.VBH09.006

PHP 18500

Veriton N281G

Free DOS - Intel® Atom™ D425 processor (1.80 GHz, 512KB Cache) - 2 GB DDR3 1333MHz

(Upgradeable to 4GB) - 250GB Serial ATA HDD - One Button Recovery - Mounting Kit - With Bundled

Acer V19WE LCD monitor

Partnumber PU.VBG09.007

PHP 15900
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Veriton X

The compact Veriton X Series desktops pack powerful components and

advanced technologies to handle the most challenging office tasks.

These PCs also feature ample support and security for the company

network. The modular, tool-less design makes accessibility easy, and

energy-efficient certifications signify cost savings and care for the

environment.

Compact and efficient

A fraction of the size of a standard PC, the Veriton X Series takes care of all your business needs, while

preserving precious office space. You'll also appreciate the easy-to-use, modular design and tool-less

accessibility.

The latest in support and security

This series' high-tech management tools improve system support, maintenance and monitoring of company

assets while reducing desk-side visits. These PCs support automatic incremental backups and prevent

unauthorized access to your machine, while TPM-based (optional) data encryption protects your files,

passwords and other vital data.

Manageability solutions

The Veriton ControlCenter has handy utilities for optimizing energy settings, instantly loading frequently used

applications, transferring data and personal settings to another PC seamlessly, and protecting your data from

threats. What's more, Acer offers management solutions for remote management of common IT tasks.

Certified to save

Veriton X Series desktops boast green certification and comply with international standards, reducing costs while

preserving precious resources.
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Veriton X2610G

Free DOS - Intel® Core™ i3 Processor - 2GB DDR3 1333MHz (Upgradeable to 8GB) - 500GB SATA HDD

- Intel® H61 Express Chipset - 3 Years Limited Local Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber DT.VDASP.002

PHP 19800

Veriton X4610G

Free DOS - 2nd Gen Intel® Core™ i3 Processor - 2GB DDR3 1333MHz (Upgradeable to 16GB DDR

1066/1333 MHz SDRAM) - 500GB SATA HDD - Intel® Q65 Express Chipset - Super Multi DVD-ROM - 3

Years Limited Local Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber DT.VCXSP.003

PHP 22200
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Veriton S

Powered by high-end components and cutting-edge technologies, the

Veriton S Series gives you the tools you need to handle challenging

office tasks. These PCs also feature streamlined support and security for

the company's network and assets. In addition, innovative Acer

engineering offers modular and tool-less accessibility, while energy-

efficient certifications signify cost savings as well as care for the

environment.

Power with room for growth

A robust processor provides all the bandwidth you need for the next generation of highly-threaded applications.

RAID technology (optional) delivers enhanced data integrity, improved throughput and increased storage

capacity with just two hard disk drives.

The latest in support technology

This series' high-tech management tools improve system support, maintenance and monitoring of company

assets, reducing desk-side visits. What's more, these PCs support automatic incremental backups and also

prevent unauthorized access to your machine, while TPM-based (optional) data encryption protects your files,

passwords and other vital data.

Cost-effective expandability and green computing

The modular and tool-less chassis design of the Veriton S Series makes component access easy and reduces

maintenance and service costs. Topping it off, these desktops boast green certification and comply with

international standards, reducing costs while preserving the earth's resources.
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Veriton S6610G

Free DOS - Intel® Core™ i5-2500 processor (3.30 GHz, 6 MB Cache, 5 GT/s DMI) - 2 GB DDR3

1333MHz (Upgradeable to 16GB) - 500GB Serial ATA HDD - 16X SuperMulti DVD drive - Acer eLock

Management - 3 Years Limited Local Warranty- Parts and Labor

Partnumber PS.VCB09.002

PHP 31900
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